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Background 
The Ministers of the Environment of the Baltic Coastal Countries and the EU Environment Commissioner have 

recently agreed, as part of the 2013 HELCOM Ministerial Declaration adopted during the Ministerial Meeting 

of the Helsinki Commission, on 3 October 2013 to comprehensively assess the status, environmental risks 

and opportunities of maritime activities in the Baltic Sea region within HELCOM by 2016. 

HELCOM MARITIME 13-2013 considered the draft outline and approved the work plan and the outline in 

general for a HELCOM Assessment on Maritime Activities with some additional suggestions. HELCOM 

RESPONSE 18-2014 took note of the outline and agreed that it would be useful if the upcoming assessment 

would provide information on response related matters including oil and chemical transportations. A revised 

outline, based on this 2013-2014 input and other more recent developments, can be found as Attachment 

1. 

The Meetings requested any interested co-authors from the Contracting Parties and Observers to inform the 

Secretariat. Offers for potential contributions to the HELCOM Assessment on Maritime Activities received 

during 2013-2014 can be found in Attachment 2. 

Due to lack of funding the Secretariat has not been in the position to start developing the assessment in the 

originally agreed timeframe. 

Next steps 
In April 2015 the Secretariat received funding for the Baltic SCOPE project and hired two full time project 

staff, enabling analysis of AIS and other maritime datasets for MSP, but also for purposes of the maritime 

assessment. In addition, two trainees will provide research assistance to the assessment from autumn 2015. 

A workspace has been opened for the maritime assessment at the following address: 

https://portal.helcom.fi/workspaces/Assessment%20-81/default.aspx 

A first draft will be prepared for the MARITIME 15-2015 (23-25 November 2015) and the assessment 

publication is aimed to be agreed for publishing by the original timeline by end of 2016. The earlier offers for 

involvement will be re-confirmed by the Secretariat (hermanni.backer@helcom.fi). 

  

Action required 
The Meeting is invited to take note of the process to draft the HELCOM Assessment on Maritime Activities 

in the Baltic 2016. 

 

https://portal.helcom.fi/workspaces/Assessment%20-81/default.aspx
mailto:hermanni.backer@helcom.fi
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Attachment 1. 

HELCOM Assessment on Maritime Activities in the Baltic Sea region 2016 

1. Preface  
2. Table of contents  
3. Executive Summary  
4. Maritime activities and HELCOM 

Helsinki Convention, HELCOM Recommendations and Ministerial outcomes, Policy framework beyond 

HELCOM 

Section I: Shipping 

5. Baltic Sea maritime traffic in numbers 
Ship movements, Ports, Transportation of cargo (incl oil and chemicals), Transportation of passengers, 

Processes behind the increasing Baltic traffic 

6. Accidents and Accidental pollution  
Overview of shipping accidents, Response experiences and environmental impacts  

7. Routeing measures, re-surveys and Electronic aids to Navigation 
Existing routeing measures, ENCs, Re-survey progress, the HELCOM AIS network, e-navigation 

8. Illegal pollution 
9. Airborne Emissions 
Overview of airborne emissions from Shipping, Green technology, Alternative fuels, Economic incentives 

10. Sewage discharges 
Overview of sewage from passenger traffic, Status of sewage PRFs 

11. Transfer of alien species and Ballast Water 
Overview of alien species and Ballast water, Recent developments 

12. Anti-Fouling Systems 
13. Marine litter 
14. Underwater noise 

Section II: Other maritime activities 

15. Renewable energy,  
16. Ripeline and cable developments  
17. Submerged hazardous objects [from SUBMERGED assessment] 
Overview of Submerged hazardous objects, Chemical Munitions, Polluting wrecks, Other objects 

18. Leisure boating 
Section III: Maritime activities and MSP in the Baltic Sea 

19. Maritime activities and MSP  

Section IV: Summary and Recommendations 

20. Summary 

21. Recommended measures 

 

Reference list, Annexes & Glossary 
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Attachment 2. 

Offers for potential contributions to the HELCOM Assessment on Maritime 

Activities received during 2013-2014 

 

Swedish Institute for the Marine Environment: 

General input to the assessment following a similar assessment  

 

Germany  

General input to the assessment 

 

Finland 

Input to chapters on Routeing measures, re-surveys and Electronic aids to Navigation, Sewage from ships 

and Airborne emissions from ships. 

 

Estonia 

Possible input to the chapter on transfer of alien species and ballast water 

 

European Boating Association (EBA) 

Interest in assessment on pleasure craft activities in the Baltic Sea area 

 


